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This new edition has been almost entirely re-written and re-organized. Microorganisms are now
discussed in their entirety within single chapters as opposed to being spread out throughout the
book. The first three sections of the book cover the foundations of microbiology, followed by
comprehensive sections on bacteriology, virology, parasitology and mycology. The chapters in
Part IV have been organized into sections based on test results and then on microorganism
type, a breakthrough organization for microbiology textbooks. Several new chapters have been
added, including taxonomy, genetics, bacterial identification, and susceptibility testing.

About the AuthorNancymarie Phillips, RN, BA, BSN, MEd, PhD, RNFA, CNOR(E), is Professor
Emeritus at Lakeland Community College in Kirtland, Ohio, where she was Director of
Perioperative Education and the Surgical Technology Program Director. A perioperative nurse
since 1975, Dr. Phillips is a registered nurse and Registered Nurse First Assistant, and certified
in perioperative nursing. Active in many areas of the nursing field, Dr. Phillips has held local and
national positions with AORN, and the Competency and Credentialing Institute (previously the
Certification Board for Perioperative Nursing), in addition to authoring and contributed to many
articles, textbooks, and book chapters. She holds undergraduate degrees in health services and
nursing from Ursuline College in Pepper Pike, Ohio, as well as masters and doctoral degrees in
adult education and development from Cleveland State.Patricia Sedlak, RN, BSN, RNFA, CST,
CNOR has been a perioperative nurse for more than twenty years. Her baccalaureate is in
nursing from Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing at Case Western Reserve University. Mrs.
Sedlak was the recipient of the C. Joan Gowin Merit Scholarship in 1995 and the Lorain County
Community College Foundation Scholarship in 1998. She is certified in perioperative nursing
and surgical technology and credentialed by the Ohio State Board of Nursing in Registered
Nurse First Assisting. She is a member of AORN, AST, and Sigma Theta Tau Nursing Honor
Society. Mrs. Sedlak was awarded the Community Health Partners Foundation Board Grant in
2003 and 2004 for medical missionary work in the Dominican Republic with the Lorain County
Community College surgical technology students. She won the Teacher of the Year and
Teaching Excellence distinction in 2001, 2002, 2003. She is the Program Director for Surgical
Technology and Registered Nurse First Assisting at Lorain County Community College, In
Lorain, Ohio.
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Kelly, “a great buy!. I got this book on a whim after deciding I was fed up with the required text for
my micro class for my MLS program. I have to say that I am really really glad that I decided on
this text. I opted for an older edition just because I'm a poor student, but despite being 10 years
old, and only digging into the book for a week, I am really enjoying it. The chapters are to the
point with the important information you need to know for each topic. Chapters for bacteriology
are of a good length, the book doesn't try to cram a million organisms into one 50+ page
chapter. The Mycology and parasitology chapters are the longest ones, but are very thorough
and informative on those subjects. If anyone is in search of a great text for MLS studies or
laboratory reference, this is it!”

a.l.s, “was genuinely suprised.. i bought this book to use during classes as an alternative to the
12 edition which is more expensive. the seller listed the book as "acceptable" which made me
worry about its condition. I briefly considered not getting it, but for a dollar I figured I couldn't
lose. Not only did it come a day earlier then expected, I opened the box to find a book that
looked like it had been barely touched. no highlighting, no torn or tattered pages. the only flaw I
could find was a small oil spot on the leaflet in the front. the description of acceptable was a
huge understatement. the book even still had the original code for the online software. I am
glade I bought it despite the listing. I would have missed out.”

sere2086, “MLT life line. It's Bailey and Scott....do I need to.say more for.us MLTs”

chp, “Excellent test book!. This book has been known for many years, to laboratory workers,
students, as one of the best; well organized, very informative, good illustrations, easy to
comprehend.”

O. Preddy Clay, “Excellent text book. I was very impressed with the low price and speedy
delivery of this textbook. I was able to get this book for $20 less than my college's USED
bookstore. And as any student knows, we appreciate any money we can save. I will definitely
order my books from Amazon.com from now on.”

Sarah Mendenhall, “Nice Book. The great pictures and tables in this book keep it interesting, the
only bad thing about it is that there are no end-of-chapter reviews or questions.”

Elaine Pickens, “book. great price, serve the purchase and great reading material, very helpful
and ease to follow, read , take notes for clarity”

Gary Smith, “A Good Starting Point In Clinical Microbiology. I own this book plus buying a copy
for the lab, the book is not as thorough as the manual of clinincal microbiology by the ASM and



edited by Murray. But is thorough enough for most routine bench work and is not as bulky as
Murray. Murray and or Bergeys would be required for the more difficult organisms, but for
everything else, or the student studying diagnostic Clinical microbiology I would rate this book
highly.”

The book by Andrew J. Rodican has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 18 people have provided feedback.
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